Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 3 SPaG Mat
Write a sentence about the
villain Fire Woman
that contains a
conjunction and
an adjective.
Underline them.

a

c

Mr Whoops has made TWO clumsy spelling e
mistakes in his sentence. Can you underline
them and correct them? Use a dictionary if
you need to.
Henry the Eigth was the most famous king in
Tudor histery.

These socks belong to the
girls. Put an apostrophe in the
correct place in this sentence
about them:

The girls socks are hanging on
the washing line.

Replace the underlined word
with a possessive pronoun:

b

Bella the puppy had a new ball.
The ball was Bella’s.

Circle the determiner in each
of the sentences:
Cassie passed an exam.
The footballer played in
every match.

d

Put the TWO homophones in the correct
place in the sentence: (new/knew)
I

he had a

coat.

f

Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 3 SPaG Mat
Write a sentence about the villain Fire
Woman that contains a conjunction,
an adverb and an adjective.
Underline them.

a

c

Bella the puppy had a new ball. The ball
was Bella’s.

b
Circle the determiner in each of the
sentences:

d

Cassie passed an exam.
The footballer played in every match.

Zoe and Sam bought a pizza for dinner.
The pizza was Zoe and Sam’s.

e

Henry the Eigth was the most famous king
in Tudor histery. He rained for 37 years.

These socks belong to the girls.
Write a sentence that contains an
apostrophe about them.

Replace the underlined words with a
possessive pronoun:

Mr Whoops has made THREE clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentence. Can
you underline them and correct them?

Ten children wanted to be school
councillors.

Put the homophones in the correct
place in the sentences:
(new/knew) I
coat.
(eight/ate) Neil

f

he had a
pancakes.

Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 3 SPaG Mat
Write a sentence about the villain
Fire Woman that contains a fronted
adverbial, a conjunction and an
adjective. Underline them.

a

c

Bella the puppy had a new ball. The ball
was Bella’s.

b

Circle the determiner in each of the
sentences:
Cassie passed an exam.
The footballer played in every match.

Zoe and Sam bought a pizza for dinner.
The pizza was Zoe and Sam’s.
Bob ordered the biggest ice cream on the
menu. The ice cream was Bob’s.

Ten children wanted to be school
councillors.
Now write a sentence with a different
determiner and circle it.

e

Henry the Eigth was the most famous
king in Tudor histery. He rained for 37
years. Ocasionly, he liked to chop off his
wives’ heads.

These socks belong to the girls.
Write a sentence that contains
an apostrophe and an adverb
about them.

Replace the underlined words with a
possessive pronoun:

Mr Whoops has made FOUR clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentences. Can
you underline them and correct them?

d
Put the homophones in the correct
place in the sentences:

f

(new/knew)
I ______ he had a ______
coat.
(eight/ate)Neil ______ ______ pancakes.
Can you write a sentence with the
homophones ‘through’ and ‘threw’ in?

Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 3 SPaG Mat Answers
Write a sentence about
the villain Fire Woman
that contains a
conjunction and
an adjective.
Underline them.

a

Accept any
accurately
punctuated
sentence with an
underlined adjective
and conjunction, e.g. Fire Woman
had an evil plan but Superman
would stop her.

Replace the underlined word
with a possessive pronoun:

b

Bella the puppy had a new ball.
The ball was Bella’s.
hers

c

These socks belong to the
girls. Put an apostrophe in the
correct place in this sentence
about them:

Mr Whoops has made TWO clumsy spelling e
mistakes in his sentence. Can you underline
them and correct them? Use a dictionary if
you need to.
Henry the Eigth was the most famous king in
Tudor histery.
eighth
history

The girls' socks are hanging on
the washing line.

Circle the determiner in each
of the sentences:
Cassie passed an exam.
The footballer played in
every match.

d

Put the TWO homophones in the correct
place in the sentence: (new/knew)
new coat.
knew he had a ______
I ______

f

Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 3 SPaG Mat Answers
Write a sentence about the villain Fire
Woman that contains a conjunction,
an adverb and an adjective.
Underline them.

a

Accept any accurately
punctuated sentence with
an underlined adjective,
adverb and conjunction,
e.g. Fire Woman
had an evil plan but
Superman would surely
stop her.

Replace the underlined words with a
possessive pronoun:
Bella the puppy had a new ball. The ball
was Bella’s.
hers
Zoe and Sam bought a pizza for dinner.
The pizza was Zoe and Sam’s.
theirs

c

Mr Whoops has made THREE clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentence. Can
you underline them and correct them?

e

Henry the Eigth was the most famous king
in Tudor histery. He rained for 37 years.

These socks belong to the girls.
Write a sentence that contains an
apostrophe about them.

eighth
history

Accept any correctly punctuated
sentence with a plural possessive
apostrophe, e.g. The girls’ socks are
hanging on the washing line.

reigned

b
Circle the determiner in each of the
sentences:

d

Cassie passed an exam.
The footballer played in every match.
Ten children wanted to be school
councillors.

Put the homophones in the correct
place in the sentences:

f

new coat.
knew he had a _____
(new/knew) I _____
ate
eight pancakes.
(eight/ate) Neil ______
______

Year 4 Summer Term 2 Mat 3 SPaG Mat Answers
Write a sentence about the villain
Fire Woman that contains a fronted
adverbial, a conjunction and an
adjective. Underline them.

a

Accept any accurately
punctuated sentence with
an underlined fronted
adverbial, adjective
and conjunction, e.g.
With an evil laugh, Fire
Woman prepared to launch
a powerful missile but Superman would
surely save the world.

Replace the underlined words with a
possessive pronoun:
Bella the puppy had a new ball. The ball
was Bella’s. hers
Zoe and Sam bought a pizza for dinner.
The pizza was Zoe and Sam’s. theirs
Bob ordered the biggest ice cream on the
menu. The ice cream was Bob’s. his

c

eighth

Accept any correctly punctuated
sentence with a plural possessive
apostrophe and an adverb, e.g. The
girls’ socks were blowing wildly in the
strong breeze.
Circle the determiner in each of the
sentences:
Cassie passed an exam.
The footballer played in every match.
Ten children wanted to be school
councillors.
Now write a sentence with a different
determiner and circle it.
Accept any accurately punctuated
sentence with a circled determiner.

e

Henry the Eigth was the most famous
king in Tudor histery. He rained for 37
years. Ocasionly, he liked to chop off his
wives’ heads.

These socks belong to the girls.
Write a sentence that contains an
apostrophe and an adverb about
them.

b

Mr Whoops has made FOUR clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentences. Can
you underline them and correct them?

history
reigned
occasionally

d
Put the homophones in the correct
place in the sentences:

f

knew he had a ______
new coat.
(new/knew) I ______
eight pancakes.
ate ______
(eight/ate)Neil ______
Can you write a sentence with the
homophones ‘through’ and ‘threw’ in?
Accept any sensible sentence, e,g. Lucy
threw the ball through the hoop.

